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EXECUTIVE REPORTS IN 
NETWORK DETECTIVE PRO

What You Do In Non-Technical Terms

Explain

Your Need For Additional Resources

Justify

 Performance Issues & Risks

Document

The Value of Your Team

Demonstrate

Take full advantage of the Executive Reports in Network Detective Pro in order to do the following:

IT Professional Executive Reports in Network Detective Pro

EXECUTIVE Summary

The Executive Summary report displays the potential 
risk across standard business categories as well as the 
potential liabilities discovered within the network. This 
is helpful, because it provides an at a glance overview 
of the overall health of IT environment, including 
information on vulnerabilities, compliance status and 
network inventory.

Tired of struggling to show the value of your IT Department to non-technical decision makers? Look no further!  
The Executive Reports included in Network Detective Pro are the easy and efficient way to showcase the health  
and performance of your network to your boss, manager and executive team. 

The Executive Reports make it easy for IT Managers to share clear and concise summaries of critical issues with 
non-technical stakeholders, helping them to make informed decisions regarding the overall health and security of the 
company network. 

Take a look at some of the executive reports that can be automatically generated and distributed each time you have 
a new assessment scan scheduled:

DATA BREACH Liability Summary

Use this infographic to demonstrate the financial 
exposure levels and personal identifiable information 
(PII) risks on your companies’ network.

DARK WEB ID Scan Summary

This report provides a risk assessment of domains and 
email addresses that may have been compromised on 
the dark web and have not been reset and therefore 
still pose a significant risk to the network. (Requires 
active subscription to Dark Web ID.)  

PASSWORD Policies Summary

This report summarizes inconsistencies with 
computer password policies and provides a sample 
list of computers that are not in compliance with 
those policies. Organizations often have poor policy 
enforcement which poses a risk to the IT infrastructure.

OUTDATED MALWARE DEFINITIONS 
Monitoring Summary

This report provides a risk assessment of servers and 
computers running outdated security definitions.  
A sample of the systems affected is listed in the report.

OUTDATED OPERATIONS Systems Summary

Provides a risk assessment summary of computers and 
servers running outdated operating systems, which can 
create serious security gaps. 

SERVER & WORKSTATION Aging Summary

Analyzes the age of your servers and provides 
recommendations on when to replace them. As 
hardware gets older, the risk of failure increases.

VULNERABILITIES SCAN Assessment Summary

Presents the latest scan results from VulScan inside 
of Network Detective Pro. This one-page infographic 
summarizes the issues and the severity of the 
vulnerabilities found. (Requires active  
subscription to VulScan.)

COMPLIANCE BASELINE Assessment Summary

Highlights results from the Rapid Baseline Assessment 
to share with management a baseline of gaps where 
your organization is out of compliance with corporate IT 
requirements. (Requires active subscription to Compliance 
Manager GRC.) 
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of Network Detective Pro today.

Are the networks you manage secure? Do you have the tools to keep them risk-free? Contact us 
today for a demo of Network Detective Pro and get a spot-check cyberattack risk assessment of your 

own network at the same time.

Request a demo and sample a test of your own network

Get a demo 

https://www.rapidfiretools.com/network-detective-pro-risk-assessment-demo/
https://www.rapidfiretools.com/network-detective-pro-risk-assessment-demo/

